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 GUIDELINES FOR PREPARATION OF SURFICIAL GEOLOGY  
 QUADRANGLE MAPS FOR WEST VIRGINIA AND ADJACENT STATES 
 
 These guidelines have been prepared to assist in the preparation of detailed 
surficial geologic maps by individuals working in West Virginia.  These guidelines were 
developed a similar document prepared for the Maine Geological Survey (1986).  
Additional input was obtained from surficial geology mapping efforts in the central 
Appalachian region, including landslide and slide-prone area maps by Lessing and others 
(1976), combined bedrock-surficial geology mapping by Schultz and others (1986), and 
surficial geology mapping in West Virginia by Jacobson (unpublished) and Kite and others 
(1994; 1995). 
 These mapping guidelines are geared to addressing fluvial, colluvial, and karst 
landforms and deposits in the unglaciated Appalachians.  It is anticipated the these 
guidelines would have application elsewhere in the Appalachian region.  However, several 
additions have been made to cover glaciofluvial and glacio-lacustrine features in the Ohio, 
Kanawha, and Monongahela river basins.    
 The need to develop this set of guidelines has arisen for several reasons:  (1) the 
need for an expanded, yet flexible, map format as the WVGES begins detailed 7.5-minute 
quadrangle mapping: (2) the importance of a uniform approach to detailed mapping 
techniques in a field program that includes workers from various backgrounds; (3) the 
desirability of collection as much surficial map data as possible, in a format that lends itself 
to inclusion in a computerized geographic information system; and (4) the need to generate 
surficial maps that are useful and meaningful to planners, educators, consultants, and 
other user groups. 
 Keeping in mind the above goals, together with financial and cartographic realities, 
the Survey has decided to pursue a mapping format that will include the following products 
for each surficial quadrangle report: 
 
 _ A map that shows labeled units classified according to their age, origin, 

landform and materials.   
 
 - A separate materials map that shows all the materials observation data 

points, ranging from shovel holes to gravel pits and test borings, with 
abbreviated identification of the materials. 

 
 - A brief accompanying text describing the map units and geologic history of 

the quadrangle.  Well logs and other data that cannot be fully shown on the 
materials map will be included as appendices to this report. 

 
 It is realized that preparation of these products will required considerable time.  
Generally speaking, a field season will be needed for each 7.5-minute quad, with 
allowance for office compilation when field work has been completed.  The formats to be 
followed in preparing the science and materials maps are outlined below. 



Surficial Geology map 
 
 This map (and the related materials observation map) should be compiled on a 
scale-stable mylar copy of the topographic map as work progresses.  Mylar base maps for 
this purpose will be supplied by WVGES.  Please be sure to label units completely and 
neatly, so that WVGES cartographers can use then in preparing the final product.  Line 
work and labels should be in ink.  Don't forget to put your name and date on the margin! 
 
 The basic rationale behind the map is that surficial geology should be portrayed by 
age, origin, landform, and material.  It is likely that this 4-fold mapping scheme can be 
simplified for final map products, but adherence to the scheme will allow creation of 4 
distinct GIS layers without loss of information. 
 
 A traditional stratigraphy-based mapping scheme, as used in most bedrock maps 
and many glacial geology maps, may ultimately prove desirous in the Appalachian region, 
although such maps are less useful in a GIS environment than the 4-layer map advocated 
in this document.  Moreover, such a map would be premature at this time because of our 
relatively primitive knowledge of Appalachian surficial geology.  Many surficial materials in 
the region lack the physical continuity and documentation of a similar history to warrant 
formal stratigraphic nomenclature.  The few formal units that have been designated, the 
Carmichaels Formation, Minford Silt, and Calcutta Silt, have all been interpreted as 
lacustrine or slack-water deposits related to ponding during pre-Wisconsin glaciations in 
the ancestral upper Ohio River drainage basin.  These formal units should be retained as 
long as their original designations are valid, but new stratigraphic units should be 
introduced only when there is clear advantage in doing so. 
 
 Recommended symbols for age, origin, landform and materials are shown in 
Appendix A-D.  Additions to these lists will be required in some map areas, but proposed 
changes of existing symbols should be approved by WVGES before formal adoption.  
Geologic cross sections are not required, but may be included where they significantly 
contribute to understanding the surficial geology of a quadrangle.  Availability of subsurface 
data will be a factor in deciding whether cross sections are feasible. 
 
Materials Observations map 
 
 Unlike the surficial geology map, this map will not have any contact lines.  It will 
consist solely of point data on surficial materials, and should include as many observations 
as possible.  Appendix D show the abbreviations to be used in designating the type, 
thickness, and stratigraphy of materials, as well as the type of observation point (test hole, 
borrow pit, etc.).  Numbers will be assigned to all wells and test holes for which logs are 
included, and these logs will be presented (in their original form) as an appendix to the 
quadrangle text, with additional interpretations at the author's discretion.  Any other sites 
whose stratigraphy is too complex to be shown by sandwich symbols on the map should 
also be numbered, and the sections described in a separate listing at the end of the text.  
USGS Water Resources reports illustrate a good format for presenting drillers' logs from 
wells and test holes.   
 
 
 



Text 
 
 The accompanying text for each quadrangle will be included as a separate report on 
8 1/2 x 11 paper.  At a minimum, it should contain a brief narrative description of the 
Quaternary geology and history of the quad, with references and appendices.  Each map 
unit must be described here.  The explanation of the map itself to be kept to a minimum 
(unit names with very brief descriptions, followed by the other map symbols).   
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 APPENDIX A 
 SYMBOLS FOR AGE UNITS 
 
 One of the following letters will be used as the first character in labelling most map 
units: 
 
 H Holocene (generally less than 10,000 years old) 
 W Wisconsin (ca. 89,000 to 10,000 y ago) 
 I Illinoian (term should be avoided unless there is substantiating age data) 
 P Pleistocene 
 Q Quaternary (age not certain, or it overlaps the Pleistocene-Holocene 

boundary) 
 CZ Cenozoic (older deposits that may predate early Quaternary) 
 T Tertiary (older deposits that predate early Quaternary) 
 PZ Paleozoic (bedrock) 
 
Modifiers may be used to be more specific. 
 
 E early 
 M middle 
 L late 
 
Giving combination age units such as this: 
 
 LW late Wisconsin (25,000 to 10,000 y ago unless otherwise noted) 
 
 
Archeological age assignments may be used in notes and text if archeological data 
represents the primary age data base; 
 
 Archeological   C-14 dates  Geological Equivalent 
 
 Paleo (-Indian)  12,000-10,000 B.P. LW (late Wisconsin) 
 
 Arch (Archaic)  10,000-3500 B.P. EH-MH (early-middle Holocene) 
 
 Wood (Woodland)  3500 B.P.-16th LH (late Holocene) 
     cent. A.D. 
 
 Proto (-Historic)  1500-1750 A.D. LH (late Holocene) 
 
 Hist (historic)   post 1750 A.D. LH (late Holocene) 



 APPENDIX B 
 SYMBOLS FOR GENETIC (ORIGIN) UNITS 
 
 The following symbols should be used to indicate the origin of map units.  Although 
materials may seem implicitly indicated by stating the origin of certain units, these genetic 
units should not be used in lieu of materials or landforms. 
 
 a stream alluvium (overbank or channel) 
  sw slack-water 
 
 c colluvium (undifferentiated landslide deposits, possibly including slopewash) 
  co collapse 
  cr cryoturbation (periglacial activity) 
  df debris flow 
  ds debris slide 
  rf rock fall or topple 
  tt tree-tip (= tree throw) 
 
 e eolian  
 
 f artificial fill (no age prefix needed) 
 
 g glaciofluvial deposit, undifferentiated 
  go  outwash 
 
 k karst 
  kc collapse karst 
  ks solution karst 
 
 l lacustrine deposit, undifferentiated 
  lb lake-bottom deposit 
  ld lacustrine deltaic 
  ls lakeshore deposit (including beaches) 
 
 rs residuum 
 
 rk bedrock (used only for areas of continuous outcrop) 
 
  w wetland, undifferentiated 
  wh heath 
  wm marsh 
  ws swamp 



 APPENDIX C 
 SYMBOLS FOR LANDFORM UNITS 
 

 a apron 

 b blanket 

 bk block field (boulder field, felsenmeer) 

 bv blind valley 

 ca cave 

 ch channel 

 co cove (hillslope hollow) 

 d delta 

 du dune 

 dv dry valley  

 f  fan 

 fp floodplain 

 ft flow track (debris flows) 

 hm hummocky topography 

 hs headscar 

 kw karst window 

 lo lobe 

 lv levee 

 m mound 

 ox oxbow, abandoned channel 

 p plain 

 pd pediment 

 pg patterned ground  

 pm pit and mound (small-scale hummocky) topography  

 r ridge 

 rb rock-block slide (see Schultz papers) 

 rc rock city 

 sk sinkhole (doline) 

 t terrace 

 v veneer 



 x excavation



 APPENDIX D 

 SYMBOLS FOR MATERIALS UNITS 

 

b  Boulders (>256mm), including breakdown (caves) or blocks 

bd  Bouldery diamicton 

bg  Bouldery gravel 

c  Cobbles (64-256mm) 

cd  Cobbly diamicton 

cg  Cobbly gravel 

cy  Clay  

d  Diamicton, undifferentiated 

sd  Sandy-matrix diamicton 

td  Silty-matrix diamicton 

yd  Clayey-matrix diamicton 

g  Gravel, undifferentiated 

gs  Gravelly sand (mixtures with <50% gravel) 

ma  Marl 

og  Organic-rich sediment (peat, muck, etc.) 

p  Pebbles (2-64 mm) 

pd  Pebbly diamicton 

pg  Pebbly gravel 

rk  Bedrock 

rs  Rotten stone, disintegrated bedrock, saprolite 

s  Sand (0.062-2 mm) 

sg     Mixed or interbedded sand and gravel.   

st  Silt 

tr  Travertine 

tu  Tufa 

u  Unknown 

RE  Refusal (in test boring) 



Map Symbols for Materials Data 

 

Note: give thickness in meters! 

 

,  Use commas to separate different materials present, listing them in 

decreasing order of abundance (e.g. s, st, cy). 

 

5c  Use "sandwich symbols" to show the stratigraphy. 

2s 

 

-  Use hyphen to show the range of particle sizes present, especially where 

their relative abundances are uncertain (e.g. st-c, p-d). 

 

.50    Depth to bedrock, in feet (from well log or seismic data). 

 

 

.40+   Minimum depth to bedrock, in feet (from well log or seismic data).  

 

 78  Test hole (with actual or minimum depth to bedrock) for 

 .TH2   which driller's log is included in quadrangle text or tables. 

 

 

 86+   Well (with actual or minimum depth to bedrock) for which 

. W10   driller's log is included in quadrangle text or tables. 



Map Symbols for Materials Data (continued) 

 

 S-C   Borrow pit (presently or recently active) with materials data) 

 

 

10-C       Borrow pit (abandoned or evidently in long disuse) with 

5 st       materials data. 

 

 

   Borrow pit, unchecked.  No materials data 

 

 

  Bedrock quarry or mine, active. 

 

 

  Bedrock quarry or mine, inactive. 

 

 

. 3p  Materials data from shovel hole, hand-auger hole, natural 

  exposure, or excavation other than borrow pit.  Numbers are thicknesses in 

feet. 

 



 APPENDIX E 

 TYPICAL LOG OF TEST HOLE OR WELL 

 

 modified from Maine Geological Survey (1986) 

 

                                                        Depth 
                                          Thick-       to 
                                           ness         bottom 
                                          (m)        (m) 

Give location of hole or well              

 

SK-96-034 (altitude 695 ft) 

  Gravel............................         5            5 

  Sand..............................        3            8 

  Sand and gravel, mixed............       5             13 

  Gravel, some sand.................        5             18 

  Sand, very fine; some medium to 

    coarse sand.....................        1.5           19.5 

  Sand..............................         3.5        23 

  Sand; some gravel at 25 m........      5             28 

  Sand; some small gravel layers....       5             33 

  Silt, clayey; some very fine sand.       1.5           34.5 

  Silt, very fine sand, and clay....      18.5           53 

  Sand, very fine, to silty clay....      40             93 



 APPENDIX F 
 OTHER MAP SYMBOLS 
 
  Bedrock outcrops/thin-soil areas.  Dots show locations (and shapes where 

possible) of individual outcrops that are too small to map as "rk" units.  Ruled 
pattern indicates areas of many outcrops and/or thin surficial deposits 
(generally less than 0.2-0.3 m thick). 

 
 
  Area where original topography has been modified or obliterated by 

excavation. 
 
 
  Contact between map units.  Dashed where location is very uncertain. 
 
 
  Scarp. Topographic boundary between stream terrace and modern flood 

plain, adjacent stream terraces, or different levels of erosion/deposition on 
various other deposits.  Hachures on downslope side. 

 
  Cliff.  Very steep (>70o) topographic break.  Hachures on downslope side. 
 
 
  Meander scrolls on floodplain. 
 
 
  Lacustrine strandline.  Defined by beach or base of wave-cut cliff. 
 
 
  Area of many large boulders. 
 
 
 
  Area of many large blocks (angular boulders). 
 
 
 
  Rock city. 
   
 
 
 300 Lacustrine delta.  Number indicates approximate elevation (in meters) of 

former lake surface. 
 
 
  Average dip direction of cross bedding in glaciofluvial deposits.  Indicates 

direction of flow of glacial meltwater streams. 



 
    W-254  Fossil locality, with laboratory sample number if radiocarbon dated. 
 
 
  Hoodoo or spheroidal weathering. 
 
 
  Sink point.  (Open circle w/ arrow pointing toward circle: see Davies) 
 
 
  Spring.  (Standard topo map symbol.) 
 
 
  Active cave passage. 
 
 
  Abandoned cave passage. 
 
 
  Cave entrance 
 


